Actionable Intelligence Platform for Supply Chain

*We simplify complex supply chains*

**FAST DEPLOYMENT. EASY TO USE. PRE-BUILT ERP INTEGRATION.**

Like many manufacturers, you are under constant pressure to reduce working capital while improving operational efficiency. Despite costly ERP systems investments, your company may also struggle to identify actionable insights related to your specific supply chain challenges. Manual Excel spreadsheets can help to fill these analytical gaps, but these time-intensive workarounds lack standardization, are difficult to link with ERP, and yield limited sustainable results. LeanDNA is a cloud-based actionable intelligence platform to drive sustainable supply chain efficiency and reduce working capital. Built by lean experts, it provides powerful pre-built supply chain analytics and best practice operational dashboards.

**LeanDNA LINKS DATA ANALYTICS TO ACTIONS**

**Immediate Results**

We provide a suite of cloud applications to drive working capital reduction, minimize shortages, manage continuous improvement, and improve supply chain efficiency.

**Fast Deployment**

LeanDNA has pre-built integration for SAP, Oracle, Syteline, and other major enterprise systems to quickly deliver supply chain insights.

**Pre-Built Dashboards**

Pre-built supply chain dashboards and metrics. The insight to drive high-value actions. All in a cloud platform that drives continuous improvement.

**Easy to Use**

LeanDNA is a 100% cloud-based solution designed for business users with pre-built dashboards, ERP integration, and collaborative task workflow.

**Turn Data Into Actionable Business Knowledge**

Easy-to-find supply chain insights from multiple sources of data.

**Pre-Built Supply Chain Intelligence and Advanced Analytics**

Find the answers you are looking for. Any user can easily access advanced descriptive, diagnostic, and predictive analytics for making better decisions to reduce inventory and eliminate shortages.

**Pre-Built ERP Integration, Data Mapping, and Workflow**

Pre-built integration to major ERP systems such as SAP, Oracle, Infor, and others.

**Make Decisions With Confidence**

From the boardroom to the shop floor - get accurate, relevant, timely supply chain information from the trusted source, LeanDNA.
LeanDNA SUITE OF APPLICATIONS

Supply Chain Intelligence – Actionable Recommendations
- Uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) to prioritize the most valuable inventory opportunities and assigns tasks to your team.
- Actionable, value-driven recommendations let you spend less time hunting through thousands of ERP alerts and more time improving.
- Provides cost-saving actions and their projected impact.

Supply Chain Intelligence – Inventory
- Supply chain analytics set target inventory, create order policy recommendations, and manage shortages.
- Prescriptive inventory optimization based on demand changes.
- Complete visibility into excess inventory and days of supply to help buyers and planners eliminate redundant buying and improve inventory order policies.

Supply Chain Intelligence – Shortage Management
- Get visibility into MRP, planned orders, and material risk – ensure that products can be built and delivered to schedule.
- Target and eliminate material shortages and other issues that could delay production.
- Engage suppliers in collaborative shortage management via a web portal.

Spend Analytics
- Track PPV, spend trends, and procurement parameters across your supplier base.
- Analyze direct and indirect spend by supplier, commodity, programs, regions, and business units.
- Cross-site analytics provide visibility to support strategic sourcing decisions across your enterprise.

Supplier Performance Management
- Visibility into supplier quality, cost, and delivery performance.
- Drill down to identify the root cause of issues and effectively engage the supplier improvement cycle.
- Supplier scorecard rates supplier performance across key metrics.

Lean Project Tracking
- Provides a continuous improvement platform for lean project management.
- Link improvement initiatives to specific financial targets, tracking performance against the goal.

CONTACT US
to see LeanDNA in action
leandna.com/request-demo